Year 1 Home Learning Letter – 22.05.20

Happy Friday! Today’s amazing animal fact is about elephants. Elephants spend between 12 to
18 hours eating grass, plants and fruit every single day! They use their long trunks to smell their food and lift
it up into their mouth – yum!
Love Miss Hewitt and Mrs Hart
We know that these diagraphs all make the long ‘a’ sound.
Sometimes this long ‘a’ sound is made by the letter ‘a’
on it’s own.
Can you spot the ‘a’ sound in each of these words?
Phonics
Ask a grown up to read the word. Can you write the word? You could write a sentence.
Most of the time it doesn’t make this sound but it is worth knowing to help make sense of words!
Letters and Sounds lessons are being shown daily on YouTube. Today’s lesson will be released at 10.30
and looks at the ‘a’ sound : https://wandleenglishhub.org.uk/lettersandsounds

Spelling

Reading

Get a grown up to test you on your sentence.
Challenge words: conclude perfume fortune
Read for 15 minutes. Remember if you have read all of your books at home, you can use Bug
Club where there are books for your level. Find out the meaning of any words you did not know.
How to look after my pet.
Write some instructions on how to look after your pet.
Think about what your pet needs to be happy.
If Noi was writing instructions for the whale he might write:
1.
Keep him wet at all times.
2.
Feed him lots of krill!
3.
Give him exercise by taking him for a swim.
4.
Sing songs to make him feel happy.

Writing

If you want to listen to the story today you can find it here:
https://www.bbc.co.uk/iplayer/episode/m000jbhy/cbeebies-bedtime-stories-756-bjorn-ulvaeus-the-storm-whale or
google Storm Whale CBeebies Bedtime stories

Handwriting

Maths

It’s Friday counting and dancing time! Give it your full effort.
https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/supermovers/ks1-maths-counting-with-john-farnworth/zbct8xs

Practise counting backwards in 2s, 5s and 10s.
Wider Curriculum

Choose
PE –
Family fun –
from one of Can you do 3
Tell someone in your family 3 facts about
these 3 jobs exercises
your new pet but make one up! e.g.
which make
1. Elephant tusks never stop growing.
your heart beat
2. Elephants can reach 3 metres tall.
faster?
3. Baby elephants are called tinyphants.
Which exercise
makes it beat
the fastest?

Can they spot the fake fact? You could play
the same game with facts about yourself!
Answer: Number 3 is fake. A baby elephant is called a calf.

Creative –
Draw some wriggly lines with a
blank pen. Now colour in the
sections using different colours.

